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Turn Your Back On Me
The Pigott Brothers

Turn your back on me - The Pigott Brothers
         (No Capo)
By: Darcy B

Chords:
      G     Cadd9    EM     D
e|----3---|---3---|---3--|--3-----|
B|----3---|---3---|---3--|--3-----|
G|--------|-------|------|--------|
D|--------|---2---|---2--|--2-----|
A|----2---|---3---|---2--|--------|
E|----3---|-------|------|--2-----|

G                 Cadd9                EM                   D   
You have grown up twice enough to be a lone little fighter, little fighter baby

G                  Cadd9                EM           D  
you have shown it s hard enough to slowly moving on. Little fighter little
fighter
G                Cadd9          EM           D
We have grown up high enough to feel the sun. little fighter baby I don t mind
G                  EM   Cadd9             D
we know what we ve done we ve lost one by one.

Chorus
G                      Cadd9                   EM
I ve had enough of the love it don t come for free
                            D
you ll never know me better than if you turn your back on me
G                        Cadd9              EM
id rather drink from the lips of your honesty
                                D
blame it on the weather if your love loses track of me
G                  Cadd9                    EM
i got the light if you ve got the eyes to see
           D
stand up, hands up baby
           G                    Cadd9                          EM      D
coz you ll never know me better than if you turn your back on me

G Cadd9 EM G x2
(LITTLE RIFF)

G                 Cadd9                      EM         D
Its easy just to lie a touch to save your face. I won t fight I won t fight it
baby 



G                 Cadd9                    EM       D
its harder if you try to much to keep your trains away. I won t fight it I won t
fight it
G                  Cadd9                    EM          D
I used to dream of you at night and it was fun. I won t fight it baby its
alright
G                 EM
now my dreams are gone, baby it s alright
Cadd9            D
were both on the run

Chorus
G                      Cadd9                   EM
I ve had enough of the love it don t come for free
                            D
you ll never know me better than if you turn your back on me
G                        Cadd9              EM
id rather drink from the lips of your honesty
                                D
blame it on the weather if your love loses track of me
G                  Cadd9                    EM
I got the light if you ve got the eyes to see
           D
stand up, hands up baby
           G                    Cadd9                          EM      D
coz you ll never know me better than if you turn your back on me
stand up  hands up hands up

G          Cadd9                EM    D 
stand up a hands up baby yeah, yeah x4

Chorus
G                      Cadd9                   EM
I ve had enough of the love it don t come for free
                            D
you ll never know me better than if you turn your back on me
G                        Cadd9              EM
id rather drink from the lips of your honesty
                                D
blame it on the weather if your love loses track of me
G                  Cadd9                    EM
I got the light if you ve got the eyes to see
           D
stand up, hands up baby
           G                    Cadd9                          EM      D
coz you ll never know me better than if you turn your back on me

G         Cadd9
stands up hands up baby,
  EM                             D
 coz you ll never know me better than if you turn your back on me. x3



(LITTLE RIFF):
e|----------------------------------------|
B|-----------3/5--3--3/5--3-3-3-3---------|
G|--0--2--4--2/4--2--2/4--2---------------|
D|----------------------------------------|
A|----------------------------------------|
E|----------------------------------------|


